Live Art

ARTISTS
INCLUDE:

Static
Show
Result!

Hannah Elizabeth Allan
Fionn Brettell
Andrew Cooper
Jonny Cunningham
Paola De Ramos
Tom Estes
Liv Fontaine
Rebecca Foster
Karen Karnak
(Alytus Biennial)
Helen Long
Charles Okonta
Ian O’Shea
Douglas Park
Anne Robinson
Dan Smith
Jack Stokoe

Performance - Documentation

EVENTS:

First Event
Tuesday 13th
August 6pm - 9pm
Second Event
Thursday 22nd
August 6pm - 9pm
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Experimental
recording of
events from
different
viewpoints
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Performance - Documentation
Information about artists
involved:
Fionn Brettell, “The intention with my
performance is in part to question the very
notion of radical spaces that is attached to events
like this, the notion that it is possible to set up
a space or an event that exists outside of the
influence of the dominate social order, which in
turn rejects notion of Art’s autonomy.”
Andrew Cooper uses craft techniques such
as wood carving, on objects he finds in skips
and charity shops which retain a sense of the
uncanny and a history of former use, bashed
peeling paint and exposed wood reveal a
common cabal of characters he finds waiting
beneath the surface wanting to speak. This
work is used in environments he creates,
animated in films or as ‘Manic-ins’ during
performances.
Jonny Cunningham will be performing a
sermon titled ‘Wokingham Methodist Church,
07/07/2013, Evening Service’ which is loosely
based around the idea of the quality of the
receiver determines the nature of the reception.
Liv Fontaine’s performance is a time-based
piece where she performs actions relating to the
artist Carl André and his relationship with the
late Ana Mendieta. Her stage, the bed of bricks,
is based on André’s piece ‘Equivalent VIII’.
There is also a reference to Mendieta’s ‘Silueta
series’.
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Hannah Elizabeth Allan is an
artist, writer and researcher
based in North West England.
Current AHRC PhD candidate
at Manchester Metropolitan
University with MIRIAD,
undertaking practice led research.
Key research interests include the
nature of archives, documents and
traces, and the documentation of
performance practices. Practice
is inter-disciplinary, often dealing
with the relics of performance,
moments and intervention.
Paola De Ramos – “As a
performance artist, I realized
how hard is to document a
performance. Those documentation
experiences made me develop an
interest in different point of views
that each person can have of the
same subject. For me, this project
is an opportunity to be the in
viewer’s perspective and document
performances in a singular way.”
Rebecca Foster – “My practice
involves extracting the core elements
of a subject and displaying them.
Taking only what is essential to
still make an object or an action
recognisable. I intend to use this
ethos to record what is happening
around me during the performance,
going with gut instincts as to what I
should record from the event.”

East Street Arts Showspace
14 Warren Street W1T 5LJ

Performance

Tom Estes - Within our new world
of digital interconnectivity, more and
more representation and therefore our
understanding of the world takes place
online. In his practice, Artist Tom Estes
invites people who witness his minimal
short duration performance work first
hand to interact by taking pictures on
what he calls a “communal camera”.
The pictures are then posted on social
networking sites for another, wider
on-line audience. Building on Science
Fiction themes (a constant riff in his
performance work) Estes will expand
on some of the issues explored in a new
report from the United Nations Human
Rights Commission- which suggests that
weapons systems that can attack targets
without any human input need to be
regulated.
Helen Long will perform a poem and
document aspects of the audience.

Douglas Park, U.K based and
internationally active visual artist,
author of literary prose and critical
essays, also exhibition curator, as
well all practices combined will be
performing a spoken word piece.
Anne Robinson is a multi disciplinary
visual artist, mainly working with ideas
about time,who lives and works in east
London and teaches at London Met
University. - ‘So long, it’s been good to
know you as time slips away.. one fine
day you’ll remember me’
Jack Stokoe will be performing prior to
the evening event, discretely arranging
flowers around the gallery.
Dan Smith will be doing some
improvised electronic music.

Documentation

Karen Karnak bridges the gap
between performance and documentation
with the prior action of making the
diagrams as a performance, this becomes
documentation/performance when the
audience use markers to add to it.
Ian O’Shea illustrates pace and movement
in his drawings using brushstrokes
and marks to make his drawings seem
animate. He likes to capture time within
his mark making, especially in towns and
cities. “I think this would be a great thing
to capture in performance art. Particularly
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in the performers but also the audience.”
Charles Okonta has an MSc in Civil
Engineering which is evident within his
drawings as the structures and objects
recorded seem balanced and functional.
This works well with creating images
of performances where technological
recording is not available. As an
engineer Charles Okonta has carried
out technical studies into construction,
improved designs to enhance
navigation and feasability studies.
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Performance - Documentation
Live Art Events:
Tuesday 13th August
6pm - 9pm

Thursday 22nd August
6pm - 9pm

Hannah Elizabeth
Allan

Fionn Brettell

Jonny Cunningham

Andrew Cooper

Paola De Ramos

Charles Okonta

Tom Estes

Ian O’Shea

Liv Fontaine

Douglas Park

Rebecca Foster
Karen Karnak

Karen Karnak
Dan Smith

Helen Long
Douglas Park
Charles Okonta
Ian O’Shea
Anne Robinson

Static Show Open:
Thursday 15th August
Sunday
18th August
Monday 19th August
Tuesday 20th August
Sunday 25th August
Monday 26th August
Tuesday 28th August
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Jack Stokoe
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7pm
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Performance Art Schedule:
Event 1 - Tuesday
13th August

Event 2 - Thursday
22nd August

6pm Open Doors

6pm Open Doors

6.10 Jack Stokoe

6.20 Fionn Brettell

6.30 Helen Long

6.40 Douglas Park

6.50 Anne Robinson

7.00 Andrew Cooper

7.10 Liv Fontaine

7.30 Dan Smith

7.30 Douglas Park
7.50 Jonny
Cunningham
8.10 Tom Estes
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